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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of radar, electromagnetic waves have been used for a . ·ty

of tasks from communications to targeting to weather sensing to remote sensing ofth

earth. Using the known properties of electromagnetic propagation has allowed ople to

predict and model the reflections and backscattering caused by objects illuminat d by th

radiated electromagnetic field. When radars are used on the sea, there is a great

challenge in predicting the reflections and backscattering because of the sea's con tantly

changing surface. The changing ocean surface results in random backseatt r known as

"sea clutter" that can mask the returns from targets of interest. When the illumination

grazing angle (relative to horizontal) is very small, clutter is characterized by very spiky

responses of the horizontally polarized (HH) incident/reflected signals. This clutter

sometimes results in what are known as "sea spikes," which are incidents when the HH

reflected signals exceed the vertically polarized (VV) reflected signals. Sea spikes are of

particular interest because they are not predicted at low grazing angles by standard rough

surface scattering models such as the two-scale model [9,12,13] or Kirchhoff

approximation [10,12] that assume the roughness is uniformly distributed across the

surface. Sea spikes have been observed to be much more common when the radar look

direction is upwind rather than when looking crosswind or downwind [13]. Because

there are so many variables that affect electromagnetic scattering from a sea surface,

there are still many aspects that are not well understood.
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Studies have shown that sea spikes are associated with breaking or eng

waves, but the exact mechanism that creates these spikes is not yet fully tood

[5,14,17]. Both plunging waves with whitecaps and spilling wa es w'th eep fac ha

produced sea spikes. One such study associated whitecaps with approximately 30% 0

sea spikes while the rest were attributed to waves with very steep features [5].

There are several mechanisms that have been suggested as the origins of the a

spike behavior. Wedge diffraction [25,26], spray from the waves [27], and multipath

scattering from the plume of spilling and breaking waves have all been sugge ted [15,17].

Currently, multipath scattering has received the most attention, and it has been tudid

both theoretically and experimentally. Trizna's studies helped develop Weibull

distributions for scattering due to small-scale roughness and for sea spike scattering

associated with detenninistic waves [11].

Holiday et a/'s study [22] concluded that there was no simple model that is known

that will sufficiently describe sea spike events. This study also concluded that low

grazing angle responses are more likely to contain sea spikes than higher grazing angles.

Holiday et a/ [22] also concluded that multipath interference between the incident field

and the field reflected from the front face of the wave seemed to be an important factor in

the fonnation of sea spikes. Trizna also suggested similar conditions in [23]. This study

concluded that Brewster angle damping of the VV polarization combined w'th multipath

reflections of the HH polarization contributed to sea spike events, especially at low

grazing angles. Ja et a/'s study [16] investigated a different aspect of low grazing angle

scattering. That study discussed the effects of wave features on the Doppler spectra of

the backscattering. Ja et al discussed the effects of steep surface features to cause what
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was called "fast" and "slow" scattering. The fast scattering·s usually associated wi t

moving scatterers, and the slow scattering is associated with the energ hi ed to low r

Doppler levels [16]. The Doppler splitting discussed in [16] is also seen·n i tudy d

will be discussed.

A common approach to the study of multipath scattering is the application of

computational electromagnetic techniques to sample surfaces that model b eakin w ve .

Initially, electromagnetic scattering was calculated using perfectly conducting surfac s

with surfaces having only roughness in one dimension [12,17]. As roughnes was add d

and scattering theories became more and more accurate, more complex surfaces were

used and surfaces began to be treated with their true finite conductivities [13,15,22,]. he

high conductivity of the sea has been modeled at microwave frequencies by impedanc

boundary conditions [14,15].

In most numerical studies, the scattering from surfaces was found using models

that only had the general features of an actual breaking wave. While these studies were

useful in continning elements of the existing models, much of the detail that is shown in

experimental results is lost. Recently, however, more measurements of actual water

surfaces have been used in place ofmodels. These surfaces are usually generated in a

wave tank to model certain sea conditions. The most common conditions modeled in

wave tanks are plunging and spilling waves that are gravity driven and plunging and

spilling waves that are wind driven [13]. In existing studies there have been no

simultaneous experimental measurements made along with the surface measurements.

The purpose of this investigation is to study the accuracy of the numerical

modeling of electromagnetic scattering from breaking waves measured in a wave tank
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versus the actual scattering measured by a radar system. The numerical method used in

this study is the MM/GTD approach described by West [15]. This method use the

moment method (MM) to find the scattered field from a rough surface that h . finitely

long planar extensions added to the end. The geometric theory of diffraction GTD) i

tllen used on the infinite extensions to correctly model the unknown current on the

extensions. This is done to eliminate erroneous edge diffraction results that ar giv n

when only the moment method is used on a finite length surface. The scattering

calculated in the study will use the impedance of sea water for each of the surface in

order to more closely model the ocean surface. The main focus of the research w to

compare the numerically modeled calculations of scattering from the individual surfaces

with those of the experimental measurements in order to confinn that errors are not

introduced by either the physical surface measurements or by the numerical

electromagnetic model.

This work was applied to waves generated and measured in a wave tank. Dr.

James Duncan of the University of Maryland generated both plunging and spilling

wavefonns for use in numerical electromagnetic calculations. These waves were

generated in his wave tank and were captured using a high-speed movie camera that

traveled along with the wave as it moved down the wave tank [3]. Simultaneously, Dr.

Mark Sletten of the Naval Research Laboratory made measurements of the radar

backscatter using a radar antenna that was mounted on a carriage above the tank. This

carriage moved at approximately the same velocity as the wave's propagation speed.

These measurements will be used to confirm the accuracy of results of current numerical

methods.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY

The numerical electromagnetic scattering calculations in this tudy ere

perfonned using the hybrid moment method/geometrical theory of diffraction

(MM/GTD) technique initially developed by Burnside for perfect el ctric conduct"

(PEC) wedges [2] and then applied to rough surfaces by West [16,17]. This tudy us d

code that was previously developed for similar applications by investigators at OkIah

State University.

West further developed the hybrid MM/GTD technique for application to finite

conductivity surfaces using impedance boundary conditions [15]. In this technique, the

moment method (MM) is applied to integral equations that relate the known incident field

to the unknown surface current on the scatterer, while the geometrical theory of

diffraction is used to represent the unknown current on extensions that are added to the

original scatterer [15].

Applying the moment method to solve an integral equation causes the integral to

be discretized over the range (in this case, the surface of the scatterer) of the integral. At

these discrete points, standard MM pulse functions are used to approximate the integral

equations. The pulse functions of the MM are chosen in such a way that the

electromagnetic boundary conditions are met on average across the entire surface. On the

extensions, a single basis function that has been derived from the GTD is used to find th

unknown current on each extension.
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Using the MM/GTD method requires that the surface e tende to i fin" ·n

planar sections that are completely shadowed from the origin for

doing this is to remove artificial edges that are caused by the truncating n ce ary t

create the original surface (because it is impossible to store an infinitely large ~ urfac ).

These artificial edges in a modeled or measured surface give a non-physical back

diffraction, and using planar extensions allows the use of a single GTD basis funct· on to

represent the current on those extensions.

Figure 1 shows a sample surface for which the backscattering could be calculat d.

This surface is also the region over which the moment method will be used to find th

induced current.

FIGURE 1

Surface without Extension

The addition of the extension to the original surface is shown in Figure 2. The

solid line represents the original surface, while the dotted line represents the added

extension. When adding the extension, care must be taken to insure that the slope of the

planar extension is such that it will be shadowed from the original scatterer. This is

usually done by smoothly curving the end of the scatterer down to the desired angle.

This extension is added automatically by the code previously developed, so more in

depth discussion of the extension will be delayed until Chapter 3. Once the extensions

have been added, the surface current on the scatterer can then be found using the hybrid
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MM/GTD technique discussed earlier. Advantages of this hybrid t hnique in ude

facts that it is computationally efficient, and it requires no illumination

window. However, this technique can only be applied to surfaces 0 wh'ch th corr ct

downward extension may be added [12].

FIGURE 2

Surface with Extension Added

MM Region

GTD Regions

Previous studies by West have shown that the hybrid MM/GTD approach

produces results that are consistent with 'accepted models of sea spike scattering such as

the multipath model and the Brewster angle damping model [15].
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CHAPTER 3

SURFACE PROFILES

The surfaces used in this study are actual water surfaces that have been cr at d

and measured in a wave tank. Not only were these surfaces measured for their

dimensions, but they were also electromagnetically illuminated in the 6-10 Gz ran e.

The results of the electromagnetic illumination were recorded and analyzed in ord r to

study sea spike events and to measure the Doppler spectra. These measurement w re

made so that numerical techniques could be compared to detennine the accuracy of tho e

techniques.

As mentioned, Dr. James H. Duncan and Dr. Mark Sletten were r sponsible or

the wave tank generation and measurement of the wave. Dr. Sletten was respo sible for

the radar measurements, while Dr. Duncan was responsible for the actual wave

generation. These experiments were conducted at the University of Maryland in Colleg

Park, Maryland. Generation of the waves is described by Duncan et al [3].

The waves in the wave tank were generated by creating a packet ofwaves with

different frequencies. Since water wave propagation is dispersive, the crests of the

packet converged to produce either a spilling or plunging wave as the packet moved

down the tank, depending on the amplitudes of the initial waves [3]. According to

Duncan, linear deep-water wave theory was used to generate the wavemaker motion and

predict its movement in the tank.

In the set of wave tank measurements taken, two types of waves were modeled.

The first, a spilling wave, is a lower energy wave that does not fonn a jet during
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breaking. The second, a plunging wave, has more energy and fonns a j t tha c 1

down the front face of the wave.

The wave profiles were captured by mounting a high-sp ed video c r 0

instrument carriage that moved with the wave as it traveled down the wave t_ []. A

laser sheet was used to illuminate the water for resolution of the surface. The fram rate

used for this experiment was 250 frames/second. Each of the profiles used in thi

experiment was detected from an individual video frame of the experiment.

FIGURE 3

Spilling Wave
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The surface profiles used in this study were created by .gitizing the On i .du 1

frames to create each of the individual wave profiles. The res lution of ea h im

approximately 1300 by 800 pixels. This process is described in more det °1 in [3].

Figure 3 shows the complete surface profile of the spilli g wave. This pr til is

comprised of 189 individual surfaces that were captured at a frame rate of 250

frames/second. From Figure 3, it can be seen that this wave builds up to a crest a d th n

dissipates with out a plunging event occurring. The spilling wave's front ac t

between 0.2 and 0.3 seconds, which is where we expect to see a sea spike ev t occur.

12080 100
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604020

FIGURE 4

Plunging Wave
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Figure 4 shows the time history of the plunging ave. I is also compri f 9

individual surfaces captured at a frame rate of250 frames/second. This i a much ore

energetic wave with a jet being fonned between 0.2 and 0.3 seconds into th profil. t is

important to note that because of the placement of the video camera the im .

is unable to resolve the surface details underneath the jet so there is some unavoidabl

distortion during this time. In the past sea spikes have been observed that appear to

correspond to breaking events of this type. The radar measurements from the xperiment

indicated that a sea spike is present during the time of breaking, and we hoped to

numerically simulate the same results.

As seen in the previous two figures, the digitizing process introduced small

pixelization errors and added some very small-scale roughness to the waves. This small

amount of noise is electromagnetically small so it does not directly introduce significant

backscattering. However, the noise can affect the addition of the infinite extensions

needed for the application of the MMlGTD approach. The automatic extension code first

adds a short curved section of surface to slope the infinite planar extensions downward at

a sufficient slope so that they are shadowed everywhere from the original scattering

surface. The slope of the surface must be continuous in this range to minimize the

artificial back-diffraction introduced by the extension. The pixelization noise, shown for

a specific surface profile in Figure 5, gives erroneous surface slopes at the end points,

confusing the automated extension process. The axes units of Figure 5 are the

electromagnetic wavelength at 10 GHz, which is 3 cm. To insure that a realist·c

extension is added, the slopes at the end points were approximated from the average
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surface slope over the last 15 points of the data set (which i a di tance of ppro imat ly

0.2 Iv).

FIGURE 5

Unaltered Surfuce Profile
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Figure 6 shows the results of adding the MM/GTD extensions needed for a

sample profile. The solid line represents the original surface and the dotted line

represents the added extensions. The added sections have a radius of curvature of 10 lv,

which is large enough to avoid any significant diffraction contributions from

discontinuities in the second derivative of the surface. The planar sections of the

extension were angled down at 50
0

below the horizon.
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FIGURE 6

Profile with Extensions Add
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Figure 7 shows another effect of the automatic surface processing routine. Th

MM/GTD code requires that the surface be sampled every fJ20 along its length. This

distance, however, is greater than the spacing that ,vas actually provided in the original

digitized surface profiles. Because of this, the automatic surface processing cod

resampled the surface at fJ20 and the other points were discarded. This process tends to

smooth the surface considerably, as is shown in Figure 7. The view in Figure 7 shows a

view of only the peak of an individual surface. This is done to give an idea of the small

scale of the roughness and the amount of smoothing that actually takes place. he solid

line represents the original surface, and the dotted line represents the smoothed surface.

The scale in this figure is given in terms of electromagnetic wavelength at 10 GHz.
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FIGURE 7

Smoothed Profile vs. Rough Profile
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

This chapter contains the numerical results from simulation in the fonn of radar

cross-section (RCS) measurements and their associated Doppler spectra. These

theoretical results will then be compared with experimental measurements to d mon trat

the validity of the numerically modeled results. From results gathered, we will show tha

numerical simulations applied to measured surfaces can accurately predict the

measurement provided that the experimental set-up is fully characterized and accurately

represented in the numerical code.

Numerical calculations were first made using a plane wave illumination. This

represents the illumination expected for breaking waves in the open sea and allows the

overall comparison of the numerical results with previously existing experimental results.

Illumination more closely approximating the NRL experimental conditions is then

considered. Both the radar cross-section (ReS) and Doppler shift of the scattering from

both the spilling and plunging breakers will be considered. All results shown here

correspond to an electromagnetic frequency of 10 GHz.

Figure 8 shows a rough sketch of the experimental setup used by Dr. Sletten. The

distance between the antenna and the wave crest and the wave crest itself are both drawn

to scale. There is a distance of 1.57 meters from the peak of the wave crest to the

antenna. The antenna is pointed down at an angle of 14 degrees below horizontal (i.e. a

grazing angle of 14 degrees). Because of the antenna pattern used, only the crest of the

wave is visible to the antenna in the experiment.
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FIGURE 8

Experimental Setup
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Figure 9 shows the RCS of the spilling breaker that was measured in the wave

tank experiments by Sletten. This figure clearly shows that an HHIVV ratio of greater

than 1 occurs between approximately 0.15 and 0.35 seconds. At its largest, the ratio of

HHNV scattering is in the range of 8-10 dB. Comparing the time of the sea spike to the

surface profile, we see that this apparent sea spike does indeed occur at the time when the

wave's front face is the steepest. We also notice that there are much smaller events with

HHIVV greater than 1 occurring between 0.35 and 0.45 seconds, none of which are as

long lasting as the initial response measured. Each of these appears to correspond to the

fonnation of large features on the crest. After 0.45 seconds, the HH scattering drops
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ISbelow the W level permanently. The lowest levels hav b en trun at by th

floor of the processor. In this period the relative maxima till corr lat .th C'!".·...ni"'.t:lI.

features. Throughout the experiment, the W backscattering rem .n stron droppin

only a few dB on average after the initial crest collapse.

FIGURE 9

Experimental Spilling Wave Res vs. Time

Res at 10 GHz, File umd90510.ils, Frames 719-906
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Figure 10 shows the numerically calculated Res of the spilling breaker with

plane wave illumination at an incidence angle of76 degrees (14 degrees grazing). The

dotted line represents the HH polarization, and the solid line represents the VV

polarization. There are several obvious major differences between the experimental

results of Figure 9 and the numerical results of Figure 10. The first is that the overall
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HHfW ratio is much lower in Figure 10. The peak HHNV .s on y 3 dB d

shorter duration. The numerical results also oscillate more rap"dly a r

collapses at 0.27 seconds. However, despite these differences thr ar on

features between the experimental and numerical results.
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FIGURE 10

Plane Wave ReS Scattering vs. Time for the Spilling Wave

-4

Time (sec)

First, the overall trends of the responses are the same. VV polarizat"on becomes

strong as the wave first crests, and remains approximately the same magnitude through

the remainder of the measured time. HH, on the other hand, is dominated by the initial

response. The HH response then continuously drops as the wave evolves. Second, the

numerical calculations respond to the same features as the experiment. Peaks around 0.4

and 005 seconds in the experiment are reflected in the calculations. In some cases, single
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peaks in the experiment are reflected by multiple peaks in the calculati . Thi . not

too surprising, however, because the surface measurements are i it i gl pI e.

Isolated features that are of limited width on the wave appear as infinit ly wid in th

calculations and have a very large effect. On the actual surface the Ii .t d nt giv

less effect, so the multiple peaks average out into single peaks.

It is important to point out that while the values on the v rtical scale of Figur 9

and 10 are different, they still cover the same range (35 dB). This is a result ofth

differences between the three-dimensional (experimental) and the two-dim nsional

(calculated) measurements. When comparing the two responses, it is more important to

note the relative magnitude ofHH to VV rather than comparing the magnitude ofFigur

9 with those of Figure 10. These differences will also be seen in later plots of

experimental and calculated responses for the plunging wave.

Overall, comparison between the plane wave illumination numerical calculation

and the experimental measurements showed good agreement in all areas except that of

the HHNV ratios. This was first believed to be an effect of multipath scattering.

However, this could not be confinned because only the wave crests were recorded on

video camera during the experiment. Numerous front face approximations were added to

the \\-raves, but they all failed to improve the agreement between the plane wave

simulation and the experimental measurements. These failures prompted a complete

measurement of the antenna pattern by Dr. Sletten at NRL. The result ?f these

measurements was to prove that the wave crests were not in the far-field region and that

the antenna pattern was different for the HH and VV polarizations. Also, the numerical

work showed that the antenna was focused on the wave in such a manner that the peak of

19



the antenna beam was not focused on the peaks of the wave cres . Copanso~

profile measurements and radar cross-section measurements an calculati ns als show

a slight temporal offset that has recently been detennitled to be a result of ·sre· tr t·on

between the clock used by the profile measurement system and the one used by th radar

system [28]. This temporal difference is also evident in the plunging breaker cases.

FIGURE 11

Sample Plot ofAntenna Pattern on Surface
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Figure 11 shows a sample of what the antenna pattern looks like as it falls on an

individual surface at 14 degrees grazing. The solid center line of the pattern represents

the peak of the antenna beam, while the two dotted outside lines represent the -6 dB

points in the antenna pattern. The total beam width is approximately 6 degrees, with the

beam width being approximately 12 em across when its center encounters the peak of the
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surface. The units on the figure are given in tenn ofwavelength at 10 GHz. A r ral

tests, it was detennined that placing the peak of the wave 12 em belo th p fth

beam gave the best agreement between the numerical and experimenta m asurement .

This configuration is used for all following calculations.

FIGURE 12

Two-Way Antenna Pattern in Elevation, 10 GHz
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Figure 12 shows the actual radar pattern that was measured by Sletten in the way

tank experiments. This figure represents measurements taken of the antenna pattern for

both the VV and HH polarizations. The line representing the VV polarization peaks at 0

dB at 0 degrees elevation, while the HH polarization peaks at approximately -3 dB at 0

degrees elevation. These patterns were included in the numerical illumination
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simulations, and the actual pointing of the pattern as adju ted until th

between the numerical and experimental results were achi veda

FIGURE 13
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Figure 13 shows the numerically calculated scattering cross-sections of the

spilling breaker when the measured antenna beams were considered. The dotted line

represents the HH scattering, while the solid line represents the VV scattering. The

HHNV ratio matches the experimental results in Figure 8 much better throughout the

measurement period. This gives greater evidence that the numerical simulation gives th

same responses to the same wave features as the experimental measurements made by

Sletten.
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Plunging Wave Radar Cross-S ti ns

Figure 14 shows the experimentally calculated ReS scatte .ng from th plun .n

wave. In this figure the HH response exceeds the VV response over most of th

measurement period. Comparing this time scale to that of the plunging wa e pr file

history in Figure 4, we see that again peaks in the response occur in conjunction with th

formation of a plunging jet or other steep features on the wave's surface.

FIGURE 14

Experimental Plunging Wave Res vs. Time

Res at 10 GHz, File umd90111.ils, Frames 725-914
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Also, since steep features remain on the surface much longer than with the spilling wav ,

the HH response remains strong until later in the breaking process. inally, the initial
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HH peak: at 0.28 seconds corresponds to a minimum in VV. This beha . r

numerically in West [14].

FIGURE 15

Plane Wave ReS Scattering vs. Time for th Plunging Wa
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Figure 15 shows the numerically calculated scattering results when plane wave

illumination was modeled on the plunging wave's surface. The dotted line represents the

HH scattering, while the solid line represents the VV scattering. Again, as in the spilling

wave case, we see that the HHNV ratio is much lower than in the experimental results.

However, the signal does show relative maxima at the same relative times as the

experimental results, indicating that both are again responding to the same features.
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FIGURE 16

Antenna Pattern ReS Scattering vs. Time for the Plunging Wa
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Figure 16 shows the Res scattering calculated when adding the same ant nna

pattern effects as used with the spilling breaker. The dotted line represents theH

scattering, while the solid line represents the VV scattering. Figure 16 shows that the

HHNV ratio now matches the measurements much better than when plane illumination

was used. Some of the details in the individual feature responses have been lost,

however, indicating that either the antenna pattern or its spatial representation is not

ideally represented. Other than the antenna pattern inaccuracies and the temporal offset

discussed earlier, the agreement achieved between the numerical calculations and

experimental measurements shows that the hybrid MM/GTD method may be used to

accurately represent expected measurements from a water surface.
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Experimental Doppler Shifts

In addition to the ReS scattering calculations that ere mad calcuI tion of th

Doppler spectra and spreading were also made. These calculations were mad u i g FFT

techniques with the complex c.alculated Res scattering using th m thod d crib d by Ja

et al [16]. The results that follow show that the numerical me urements for e plan

wave illumination have good agreement with the experimental m asur III t. A will b

shown in more detail later, responses in the Doppler spectrum may be correlat d wi h

specific surface features on the waves. It will also be shown that the H r ponse

consist only of fast Doppler shifts, while the VV responses consist ofboth fas and slow

Doppler shift.

Because the radar measurements were made from a carriage that was moving at

the same speed as the wave, the frame of reference in this section is such that a positive

Doppler shift indicates that the wave or wave feature is moving faster than the carriage,

and a negative Doppler shift indicates that the wave or feature is moving slower than the

carnage.

Figure 17 shows the HH Doppler measurements made on the spilling wave during

the experiment. The magnitude scale in Figures 17 through 20 ranges from -13 dB

(black) to -1 dB (white). These figures were normalized to the peak response of each

figure. Figure 17 shows that the spilling wave has its largest HH Doppler response from

0.2 to 0.25 seconds and from 0 to 10Hz. Comparing Figure 17 with Figure 3 shows that

the peak of the Doppler response occurs at the same time as the steepest face of the

spilling wave. After the initial response in the HH, the Doppler response rapidly decays

and is too low to be of any consequence after 0.45 seconds.
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FIGURE 17

Experimental Spilling Wave HH Doppl r Shi
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Figure 18 shows the VV Doppler shift measured from the spilling wave. Again,

the largest Doppler response occurs at the same time as the steepest face of the spilling

wave appears. The first, largest response occurs between 0 and 10Hz from 0.2 to 0.25

seconds in Figure 18. There is a second, lower response that peaks between 0.4 and 0.45

seconds at Doppler frequencies of-10 to 10Hz. There continue to be smaller responses

as the wave collapses that move farther into the negative Doppler frequency range.

Comparison of Figures 17 and 18 with Figure 3 indicates that the spilling wave is initially

moving faster than the camera, but after it reaches its peak it simply collapses a d slows

down.
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FIGURE 18

Experimental Spilling Wave VV Doppler Shift
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Figure 19 shows the HH Doppler shift that was measured from the plunging

wave. This figure shows a much more energetic wave, with almost all of the responses

occurring in the positive Doppler frequencies. The first and largest peak of the H

polarization occurs between 20 and 30 Hz around 0.3 seconds into the wave. Comparing

Figure 19 with Figure 4 shows that the largest response occurs at the same time as the jet

begins to appear and move down the front face of the wave. There is also a second,

smaller peak in the HH Doppler response that occurs around 40 Hz at 0.4 seconds. This

second response occurs as the jet collapses down the front face. As the jet plunges down

the front face of the wave, it is moving faster than the wave itself, causing the Doppler
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shift to higher frequencies. There is also a smaller no .ceabl respon e th 0

between lO and 20 Hz around 0.5 seconds into the profil .

FIGURE 19

Experimental Plunging Wave HH Doppler Shift
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Figure 20 shows the VV Doppler shift that was measured from the plunging

wave. This response also features two main responses and several smaller ones that

occur as the wave collapses near the end of the profile. The first response peaks between

10 and 20 Hz and around 0.2 to 0.25 seconds. The second, lower response occurs

between 20 and 30 Hz around 0.5 seconds. These first two responses also correspond to

the time offonnation of the jet and the time of the jet's collapse down the front face of

the wave. Also noticeable are several smaller responses that occur over the range of-40
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to 10Hz between 0.6 and 0.7 seconds. It is these respons s th t are occurring th

wave surface becomes noisier and loses energy_

FIGURE 20

Experimental Plunging Wave VV DoppI r Shift
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Figures 21 through 24 feature the numerically calculated Doppler shifts for the

spilling and plunging waves at both VV and HH polarizations. Each of these figures has

been nonnalized to the highest response of that figure. Figures 21 through 24 focus on

the plane wave illumination of the waves. These figures are in the form of contour plots

and range from -13 dB (white) to -1 dB (black).
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Figure 21 shows the HH Doppler response that was numerically calculat d fr m a

plane wave illumination of the spilling wave. Figure 21 shows peak r pons 0 ·ng

from 0 to 10Hz between 0.2 and 0.25 seconds. This respon e gradually deer as d

moves into the negative Doppler frequencies past 0.35 seconds. Beyond 0.45

the Doppler responses become so low that they are beyond useful thresholds. Compari on

of Figures 17 and 21 shows similar responses to the same features of the spilling way .

FIGURE 21

Plane Wave Spilling Wave HH Doppler Shift
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Figure 22 shows the numerically calculated VV Doppler shift from plane wave

illumination of the spilling wave. This figure shows 5 noticeable peaks in the Doppler

response. The first and largest response occurring in this figure peaks from 0 to 10z

between 0.15 and 0.2 seconds. The second peak occurs from -10 to 0 Hz between 0.3
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and 0.4 seconds. The third response occurs from 0 to 10 Hz ar un 0.45 on I and th

fourth response occurs around 0 Hz between 0.5 and 0.55 seconds. Th fin r

the lowest of the five and occurs from -30 to -20 Hz around 0.6 second. amp on

with Figure 18 shows similar responses to the same wave feature . Comparin Fi r 22

to Figure 3 shows that the first peak response occurs as the steepest face of th wav i

forming.

FIGURE 22

Plane Wave Spilling Wave VV Doppler Shift
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Figure 23 shows the HH Doppler shift for the plane wave illumination of the

plunging wave. This figure shows two peaks in the Doppler response. The first peak

occurs from 10 to 20 Hz between 0.2 and 0.25 seconds. The second peak occurs around

30 Hz between 0.35 and 0.4 seconds. Comparison with Figure 19 shows a very similar
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Doppler response. These figures show the sam peak response to the

the plunging wave. Comparing Figure 23 with Figure 4 sho th t th p

Doppler response occur as the jet on the plunging wa e fonns

the front face of the wave. There is agreement between Figur s 23 and 19 a

general trends of the magnitude and duration of the Doppl r shift .

FIGURE 23

Plane Wave Plunging Wave HH Doppler
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Figure 24 shows the VV Doppler shift for plane wave illumination of the

plunging wave. This figure shows tlrree larger peaks, with two smaller ones occurring a

the wave is collapsing and slowing down. The first peak occurs from 5 to 15 Hz betw en

0.15 and 0.2 seconds. The second peak occurs from 0 to 10Hz between 0.25 and 0.3

seconds. The third peak in Figure 24 appears to have the highest response, and it occurs
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from 20 to 30 Hz between 0.35 and 0.4 seconds. There are also two maIler pc hich

occur from -20 to 0 Hz between 0.5 and 0.55 seconds. Comparison ofFi ith

Figure 20 shows many similarities between the two but they do not xactly m t .

Temporal differences are currently being studied to see if differe ces ar in odu in

the experimental measurements or in the numerical calculations. Fro om it

appears that each figure shows similar responses to the same features of th pI ging

wave.

FIGURE 24

Plane Wave Plunging Wave VV Doppler
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSIONS

Electromagnetic scattering from measured water surfac s has be n x in d

The surfaces are generated in a wave tank to give two types ofbreaking water a

spilling and plunging. The spilling wave is a wave with less energy that fonn a p

face but does not break down its front face. The plunging wave has more energy and

fonns such a steep face that a jet fonns and water breaks down the front face at peed

faster than the wave is traveling.

An instrument carriage traveled with the wave crests, allowing a continuous

measurement of the crest. Frames from a movie of the crest were digitized to giv

surface profiles at discrete points in time of the wave's evolution. These profiles w re

then used to numerically calculate the Res backscattering that could be .xpected from

electromagnetic illumination. For this study a frequency of 10 GHz was used, but the

techniques discussed will work for a wide range of frequencies. Also calculated in this

study were the Doppler spectra associated with the backscattering from each surface

profile. A radar system was also mounted on the instrument carriage that gave a

continuous experimental measurement of the radar cross-section to which the numerical

calculations were compared.

From comparisons of the numerically calculated backscattering and the

experimentally measured backscattering, we see that the hybrid MM/GTD technique

applied to the measured surfaces can be used to provide realistic simulations of

backscattering that can be expected from a sea surface. The numerical calculations
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responded to the same surface features as the experiment, and the trends v r tim at the

two polarizations were similar. Differences between the twomo t likely r suIt bee

the surface measurements were limited to a single plane and th surface had to be

assumed to be unifonn in the azimuthal dimension. The actual surfac as of cour ot

ideally unifonn, so fine detail that appeared in the numerical results can be pct d to be

missing in the actual measurements. This proved to be the case. Overall. th Doppler

shifts showed very good agreement between the numerical and experimental re ult· .

The major difference in the numerical and experimental results was tIle diffi r ce

in HH/VV when ideal plane wave illumination was numerically assumed. This mimics

the expected effects of the multipath interference proposed by Trizna [23], and initilly

was thought to explain the observations. However, further experimentation showed that

no multipath reflection could occur with the experimental configuration. Instead, it wa

detennined that the antennas used in the experiment were operating in the near field,

giving complicated illumination of the crest. When the measured antenna pattms were

included in the simulations, much better agreement in HHNV was achieved. Thi

further demonstrates the utility of numerical simulation in conditions where physical

limitations make exact experimental measurements very difficult.
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